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Zirax has signed the agreement with Saudi Arabia company Dynamic Energy. 
 
Zirax, a company whose area of operation includes development of technologies, production and sales of 
specialty process chemicals used in oil & gas, foods, construction, home care chemicals and cosmetics as well 
as other industries, has signed the agreement with Dynamic Energy (KSA) to promote new and advanced 
technologies for oil and gas industry of Saudi Arabia.  
 
Commenting signing the agreement Head of Zirax Overseas department Anna Shevchenko said: “We have been 
supplying oil and gas companies with our effective chemical solutions in Russia and all over the world for a long 
period time. It is obvious that oil and gas companies are looking for new reagents that can deal with their 
current tasks as well as new challenges. We, as developers and manufacturers of such solutions, are doing and 
going to do all required to provide this, especially with a new opportunity to license, localize and manufacture 
some of our chemical solutions in Saudi Arabia. We are truly interested in success stories with our customers 
and hope that our chemicals produced in Saudi Arabia will find their customers in all GCC countries”. 
 
Zirax is one of the leading oilfield chemicals producer and service organization focused to develop, produce and 
market range of production and stimulation chemicals as well as Calcium Chloride based brine fluids for oil 
drilling, completions and work over services. Major part of these solutions have been effectively used for many 
years by leading oil & gas companies adding each time positive case history to company profile. Zirax logistics 
team provides its worldwide customer base in Russia, FSU countries, Asia, GCC, North Sea and North America 
with high‐end quality "door to door" delivery service of oil production and stimulation chemicals and various 
multi‐component brines. For more details you can visit www.zirax.com  
 
Our respectable partner Dynamic Energy is a service and technology company, which focuses on Oil, Gas and 
Petrochemical Industries. Its portfolio of products includes Specialty Oil & Gas Field Services, Industrial/Power 
Boiler services, thermal engineering services, mechanical equipment and rotating equipment. For more details 
you can visit www.dynamicenergysa.com 
 
 
 
  


